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ABSTRACT

Some parameterizations of gravity wave mean flow forcing in global circulation models (GCMs) add
realism by describing wave generation by tropospheric convection. Because the convection in GCMs is itself
a parameterized process, these convectively generated wave parameterizations necessarily use many sim-
plifying assumptions. In this work, the authors use a realistic simulation of wave generation by convection
described in previous work, which was validated by observations from the Darwin Area Wave Experiment
(DAWEX), to test these assumptions and to suggest some possible improvements to the parameterizations.
In particular, the authors find that wave trapping in the troposphere significantly modifies the spectrum of
vertically propagating waves entering the stratosphere above convective wave sources, and offer a linear
method for computing wave transmission and reflection effects on the spectrum suitable for inclusion in the
parameterizations. The wave fluxes originate from both a time-varying heating mechanism and an obstacle
effect mechanism acting in the simulation. Methods for including both mechanisms in the parameterizations
are described. Waves emanating from the obstacle effect remain very sensitive to the depth of penetration
of latent heating cells into an overlying shear zone, which will continue to make it difficult to accurately
parameterize in a GCM where the convective cells are not resolved.

1. Introduction

Convection is known to generate atmospheric waves
of all scales from planetary-scale (Matsuno 1966; Hol-
ton 1972; Lindzen 1974; Salby and Garcia 1987; Berg-
man and Salby 1994; Wheeler and Kiladis 1999) to
small-scale, high-frequency gravity waves (Fovell et al.
1992; Dewan et al. 1998; Piani et al. 2000). The gravity
waves, in general, are too small to be resolved in global
models: yet collectively these waves are known to pro-
vide significant forcing of tropical global-scale circula-
tions. In the lower stratosphere, they help to drive the
quasi-biennial oscillation in zonal winds (Dunkerton

1997; Giorgetta et al. 2002) and, at higher altitudes,
they contribute to the stratospheric and mesospheric
semiannual oscillations. The effects of the gravity
waves must currently be parameterized in global mod-
els, and recent attempts to parameterize convectively
generated gravity waves have shown some interesting
results (Chun et al. 2004; Beres et al. 2005). However,
these parameterizations are poorly constrained by ob-
servations at present. The parameterizations are by ne-
cessity simple and are based on the linear wave re-
sponse to localized and/or time-varying latent heating
(Chun and Baik 1998, 2002; Beres et al. 2004). Al-
though nonlinear effects are known to be important
(Song et al. 2003), one must hope that the parameter-
izations can be modified or corrected somehow to ap-
proximately account for these effects in order to con-
tinue to make progress in the global modeling arena.
This is one of the goals of the present work.
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As part of the Darwin Area Wave Experiment
(DAWEX), we previously conducted simulations of
wave generation by convection using precipitation ra-
dar reflectivity to define the wave forcing in a dry ver-
sion of a nonlinear cloud-resolving model (Alexander
et al. 2004). We further compared the waves in this
model to locally observed wave features in radiosondes
(Tsuda et al. 2004) and to real-time observations of
wave structures in boundary layer radar observations
(Vincent et al. 2004) taken during the campaign. The
results of the comparison validated the technique for
describing waves generated by convection. Previous
modeling studies of wave generation by convection
have used cloud-resolving models with microphysical
parameterizations (Fovell et al. 1992; Alexander and
Holton 1997; Piani et al. 2000; Lane and Reeder 2001).
Although these models have been useful tools for un-
derstanding wave generation by convection, the con-
vection in these models is only qualitatively similar to
observations. The rain cells do not occur at the correct
place or at the correct time. They can only be compared
to observations in some qualitative or statistical man-
ner, but one would never expect a boundary layer radar
time series of wave motions to resemble the time series
at the same location in the model, as was shown in the
Vincent et al. (2004) study. In comparison, our model
results showed some very realistic features in both the
characteristics of the waves observed by the radar and
the timing of their occurrence (Vincent et al. 2004).

In the present paper, we use the Alexander et al.
(2004) simulation in a comparison to a parameteriza-
tion of wave generation that describes the spectrum of
vertically propagating waves emanating from convec-
tion (Beres 2004). This model/parameterization set is
particularly suitable because both depend on the hori-
zontal and vertical scales and the timing and duration of
the latent heating in convective clouds. The model re-
solves the structure of the latent heating and waves in a
400 km � 400 km time-dependent domain in a case that
has been well validated by observations. Parameteriza-
tions, in contrast, must assume single simple properties
of the heat sources within the global model grid box, an
area similar to our full model domain. We can also use
the model to examine the effects of background wind
shear on the wave spectrum while maintaining constant
latent heating. The Beres (2004) parameterization, in
contrast, must assume a constant wind at all altitudes
where the latent heating is nonzero, so we examine the
effects of this assumption on the parameterized wave
spectrum.

The primary effect of the wind will be shown to be
the interaction of the upper-tropospheric wind at the
tops of the latent heating cells. The mechanism has

been previously described as the “obstacle effect”
(Clark et al. 1986; Pfister et al. 1993; Beres et al. 2002).
It was the only process included in the Chun and Baik
parameterization (Chun and Baik 1998, 2002). The
Beres (2004) parameterization, conversely, focused on
the high phase speed wave response and neglected the
obstacle effect because the vertically propagating wave
fluxes were extremely sensitive to the wind shear pro-
file and the exact height to which the latent heating cell
penetrates (Beres et al. 2002, 2004; Chun and Baik
2002). Global models can only provide heating depths
and shear in a grid-box-average sense, whereas the
wave generation will be sensitive to the depth of local-
ized small-scale heating cells and the shear they en-
counter aloft. The flux for a single average cell will
often not predict well the average of an ensemble of
cells. Gravity wave parameterizations in global models
describe the heating with a single set of parameters for
each grid box, and the resulting momentum fluxes from
the obstacle effect would be highly uncertain. In con-
trast, in our nonlinear convectively generated wave
simulation, the individual heating cells are resolved and
the average obstacle effect can be exactly quantified
within our model simulations. We can then suggest a
method to parameterize the obstacle effect, at least for
this one DAWEX case study that is fairly well vali-
dated. Additional studies will be needed to generalize
these results before the parameterizations can describe
the wave generation from various types of convection
in the Tropics with any accuracy.

We also examine the effects of wave trapping on the
vertically propagating wave spectrum in both the model
and parameterization. Although the importance of
trapped waves generated by convection to storm struc-
ture (Yang and Houze 1995) and storm initiation
(Mapes 1993; Shige 2001) has been described in the
literature, the effects of wave trapping on the vertically
propagating wave spectrum have so far been neglected
in convectively generated wave parameterizations. In
this work we describe an approximate (linear) descrip-
tion of wave trapping effects that explains most of the
features of trapped waves observed in our nonlinear
simulation of gravity waves generated by latent heating
in convection. This linear wave trapping model is suit-
able for inclusion in gravity wave parameterizations.
We compute the trapping effects on the vertically
propagating wave spectrum from the Beres (2004) pa-
rameterization and show that inclusion of these effects
brings the parameterized spectrum much closer to the
one calculated in our nonlinear simulation.

We further examine how nonlinearities affect the
vertically propagating wave spectrum in the model
since the parameterization is by necessity based on
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simple linear theory. The results show a systematic
skewing of the spectrum as nonlinearities grow, such
that the lower phase speed waves are proportionately
overestimated in the more linear models, whereas the
high phase speed waves are relatively unaffected. These
results are qualitatively similar to Song et al. (2003),
which compared a purely linear simulation to a fully
nonlinear simulation. Our additional calculations sug-
gest some possible simple ways to correct for these non-
linearity effects in the parameterization.

2. Mesoscale model simulations

In the present paper, we show results from a simula-
tion described in detail in Alexander et al. (2004) plus
two additional simulations that differ only in the back-
ground wind profile. These additional simulations will
be used to clarify the role of the background wind in
wave generation and wave propagation. Our mesoscale
model and method of forcing with observations from
precipitation radar are described in detail in the previ-
ous work (Alexander et al. 2004). Here we summarize
only a few essential details. The model is that of Durran
and Klemp (1983) with more recent modifications as
described in Piani et al. (2000) and Beres et al. (2002).
In the present application, we turn off all moist pro-
cesses in the model and, instead, provide wave forcing
with observed spatial and temporal variations in con-
vective latent heating derived from precipitation radar
(Keenan et al. 1998; May et al. 2002). The radar obser-
vations provide three-dimensional volumetric retrievals
of reflectivity with 2-km horizontal resolution, 1-km
vertical resolution, and 10-min time resolution. The
method of conversion between the radar reflectivity
and the latent heating input to the model appears in
Alexander et al. (2004). As in this previous work, we
simplify the vertical profile of the deep convective heat-
ing in the conversion to a half-sine shape.

For the simulation, a horizontally uniform back-
ground atmosphere was assumed with vertical varia-
tions derived from the 5-day mean of 3-hourly
DAWEX radiosonde profiles for the November cam-
paign period. The time averaging removes large-
amplitude wave oscillations that appear in the upper
troposphere in individual soundings. The heating was
input in a circular area 256 km in diameter centered on
the radar site, and this was centered within the 400-km-
squared mesoscale model domain. The top and the four
sides of the domain have wave permeable boundary
conditions (Durran et al. 1993). The model was run at
the same 2-km horizontal resolution as the radar data
but at higher 0.25-km vertical resolution to resolve the
important wave responses. The radar reflectivity is re-

trieved up to 19-km altitude, and the model top is 25
km. The buoyancy frequency N profile is shown in Al-
exander et al. (2004) and has a tropopause at 17 km
with constant N � 0.027 s�1 in the stratosphere and
variable N in the troposphere (average N � 0.011 s�1

between 0 and 12 km, a layer of low stability N � 0.007
s�1 at 12–15 km, and then a rapid increase to strato-
spheric values above 15 km). Because of uncertainties
in the humidity profiles in the DAWEX soundings at
upper levels, we use the dry static stability profile rather
than the moist static stability (Durran and Klemp
1982). Using the existing data, we estimate that mois-
ture effects might lower the stability in the upper tro-
posphere by �10%–20%.

Spectral analysis of stratospheric waves

The top panels in Fig. 1 show a spectrum of strato-
spheric wave momentum flux from the first 4 h of the
simulation, along with vertical profiles of zonal and me-
ridional wind for this case, which are identical to Alex-
ander et al. (2004). Phase speed c is defined here and
throughout the paper as the ground-based horizontal
phase speed. The contours in Fig. 1 are logarithmic to
show the range of amplitudes and phase speeds in the
model. The spectrum is computed from a three-
dimensional Fourier transform in the horizontal plane
(x, y) and time t with �t � 3 min. The spectrum is then
rebinned into horizontal phase speed c and propagation
direction � and integrated over horizontal wavenum-
ber. The results are computed at each altitude z in the
model stratosphere and averaged over z � 21–24 km.
[The units are of momentum flux per unit phase speed
�c � 2 m s�1 for later comparison to the Beres (2004)
parameterization. Values of the area-averaged momen-
tum flux will be described in the discussion section.]
The most prominent result for this previously reported
case is the strong response for waves propagating in the
northeast (NE) direction with slow phase speeds, �5–
10 m s�1. This spectrum also shows the effect of wind
filtering via the arc of low wave fluxes centered on the
wind direction. (The stratospheric wind speed as a func-
tion of direction is also overplotted as a dashed line.)

The middle panels show the same result for a simu-
lation with only the tropospheric portion of the back-
ground modified to approximately zero winds below 10
km, as shown center right. The spectrum for this second
case is nearly identical to the first, indicating that the
winds in the troposphere below 10 km have virtually no
effect on the stratospheric wave spectrum. The bottom
panels in Fig. 1 show a third simulation, this time with
constant near-zero winds at all altitudes. The wave
spectrum in this case is dramatically altered. The spec-
trum is now nearly isotropic. The peak in fluxes at low
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NE phase speeds has disappeared, and the arc of wind
filtering is also gone.

These results clearly indicate that the wind shear be-
tween 10 and 17 km is of primary importance to the
shape of the resulting wave spectrum and that the hori-
zontal winds below that level have minimal effect. The
results also indicate that the prominent peak in momen-
tum flux at low phase speeds in the NE direction is
generated by the upper-tropospheric winds interacting
with the latent heating sources. This is wave generation
by the so-called obstacle effect. If we can quantify the
effects of wind filtering on the spectrum, we can then
quantify the wave generation via the obstacle effect by
examining the differences between the simulations in
the middle and bottom panels in Fig. 1. In the next
section, we quantify the filtering and reflection effects
of the background winds on the vertically propagating
wave spectrum.

3. Wave trapping and wind filtering effects on the
vertically propagating wave spectrum

Examination of the model vertical winds in the tro-
posphere reveals trapped waves with a southeasterly
preference in their propagation direction (Fig. 2). Fig-
ure 2 is taken from the full wind simulation (top panel

in Fig. 1), but the trapped waves are very similar in the
simulation with only upper-tropospheric wind shear
(middle panel in Fig. 1). Trapped waves generated by
convection have been implicated in remote initiation of
subsequent convection in model studies (Mapes 1993;
Shige 2001). In the two-dimensional tropical squall line
model study of Shige (2001), a preference for westward
trapped wave propagation was found. The upper-level
shear in their model was westward, similar to our case
study. The authors suggested that the westward prefer-
ence was caused by wave trapping due to an overre-
flection mechanism (Lindzen and Tung 1976) that can
occur as waves approach critical levels (where the mean
wind speed in the direction of propagation approaches
c). In our study, we find a preference for trapping of
waves propagating in the opposite direction, toward the
east. The trapping in our case is best described by in-
ternal reflection that instead occurs for waves with high
c propagating upstream from the background wind
(Lighthill 1978; Marks and Eckermann 1995).

Trapped waves carry no net momentum flux verti-
cally, so the cospectra of horizontal and vertical wind
perturbations (u�w�, ��w�) associated with these waves
in the model are nearly zero. To examine the properties
of the trapped waves, we look at the power spectrum of
vertical velocity in the troposphere. To see the spec-

FIG. 1. Wave momentum flux vs propagation direction and ground-based phase speed for
(left) the three simulations described in the text and (right) their associated wind profiles with
zonal wind U in black and meridional wind V in gray. The dashed white line in the top two
panels shows the vector stratospheric wind that serves to filter an arc-shaped region of phase
speeds. Flux units are given per unit phase speed, 10�6 Pa (m s�1)�1 (or 10�6 kg m�2 s�1).
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trum of waves in the troposphere in the spaces between
strong vertical velocities occurring within the forced up-
drafts, the latter must be masked prior to taking the
Fourier transform. We chose a height-dependent mask,
applying | w� | 	 wmax(z) with an empirical profile
wmax(z) chosen to be just larger than the largest wave
perturbations at each height. The value of wmax(z) var-
ies smoothly from 0.375 m s�1 at 3 km to 0.85 m s�1 at
12 km. Figure 3 shows the power spectra computed
from the space–time Fourier cospectra of the masked
vertical velocities in the troposphere, 3–12 km for the
Alexander et al. (2004) case shown in the top panel in
Fig. 1. These spectra are also averaged over each of
four quadrants and plotted versus horizontal wavenum-
ber and frequency. The dashed lines are lines of con-
stant phase speed as marked. The features in these
spectra show the combined effects of the wave genera-
tion mechanisms and trapping. As was shown in Fig. 1
and will be described further below, the low-level winds
have no discernable effect on the vertically propagating
wave spectrum and have only a weak effect on the wave
trapping, whereas both are very sensitive to the upper-
troposphere wind shear.

The high phase speed lobes in each panel in Fig. 3 are
associated with a tropospheric vertical wavelength 
z �
2�D � 33 km, the response expected from deep con-
vective heating D � 16.5 km. Figure 4 shows the dis-
tribution of heating depths input to the model, which in
fact peak at 16 km. The second lobe with phase speeds
�20–40 m s�1 is likely associated with enhanced wave
trapping, as will be explained in the next section. The
lowest phase speed lobe in the NE quadrant is a rem-

nant of the imperfect masking of the forced updrafts,
not trapped waves.

The peaks in the trapped wave spectrum from the
first 4 h of the simulation occur for southeastward-
propagating waves with (�, k) � (3.2 h�1, 2.3 � 10�2

km�1) and (0.8 h�1, 1.0 � 10�2 km�1). Using the non-
hydrostatic dispersion relation, both of these modes
have a ground-relative horizontal group speed of 25
m s�1 to the southeast. Such trapped waves generated
by the isolated island convection in the early afternoon
(Alexander et al. 2004) would travel 225 km southeast-
ward in the 2.5-h time interval between the early island
convection and the later development of the squall line
to the southeast (Alexander et al. 2004), placing these
wave perturbations in the right place at the right time
and with the right orientation to aid in the organization
and initiation of the squall line. We estimate the peak
tropospheric vertical wind perturbations due to these
trapped waves to have a local amplitude of �1–1.5
m s�1. This is an estimate because of the remaining
uncertainty in the magnitude of the latent heating that
forces the waves in the model (Alexander et al. 2004).
We next investigate the spectral selectivity of wave
trapping with linear theory.

Wave transmission and reflection

To investigate wave trapping and its spectral and di-
rectional preference in our model, we examine wave
transmission and reflection with linear theory. The
propagation of internal waves in a nonuniformly strati-
fied fluid with vertically varying background flow is of-
ten assessed by ray theory (Lighthill 1978). This pre-

FIG. 2. Vertical velocity at 1903 local time (LT) in the model when the forcing is no longer active and only unforced wave motions
remain. (a) Horizontal cross section at 6-km altitude. Trapped southeastward-propagating wave motions are apparent more than �100
km from their source. (b) Vertical cross section in the y–z plane at x � 220 km to illustrate the vertical structure of the trapped waves.
The waves are partially trapped by internal reflection in the troposphere and propagate horizontally with only weak attenuation.
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dicts the path followed by a quasi-monochromatic
small-amplitude wave packet, provided that the back-
ground varies slowly compared with the vertical wave-
length [Wentzel–Kramer–Brillouin (WKB) approxima-
tion]. Two often-invoked heuristics follow from this
analysis: 1) internal waves asymptotically approach a
critical level where the background wind speed matches
the horizontal phase speed of the waves and 2) the
waves reflect from a level where their Doppler-shifted
frequency matches the background buoyancy fre-
quency.

As with any approximate theory, caution must be
taken when applying the above. Internal waves can
penetrate beyond reflection and critical levels, as clas-
sically defined in two dimensions if the background
veers with height (Shutts 1995, 1998) or varies in time
(Eckermann 1997; Buckley et al. 1999) or if the wave
packets are of sufficiently large amplitude (Sutherland
2000).

Even for small amplitude waves in steady, two-
dimensional flows, transmission across a reflection level

can occur if the depth of the region over which the
waves are evanescent is sufficiently small. This circum-
stance was examined analytically by Sutherland and
Yewchuk (2004) for the case of waves propagating in an
unsheared background flow with stratification pre-
scribed by piecewise-constant buoyancy frequency.
More recently, Nault and Sutherland (2006, manuscript
submitted to Phys. Fluids) computed the structure of
small amplitude waves propagating in an arbitrarily

FIG. 4. Heating magnitude-weighted distribution of heating
depths input into the model. Two distributions are shown for
hours 0–3.5 (gray) and 3.5–7 (black) of the Alexander et al. (2004)
simulation time. The distributions peak at a heating depth of
16 km.

FIG. 3. Vertical velocity power spectra in the troposphere after masking of forced updrafts as described in the text. The
spectral units are (m2 s�2)(��)�1(��)�1 and are shown as functions of horizontal wavenumber � [in cycles (100 km)�1]
and ground-based frequency � [in cycles per hour (cph)] (�� � 6.9 � 10�5 cycles s�1 and �� � 2.5 � 10�6 cycles m�1.)
NE, NW, SW, and SE refer to the four quadrants of wave propagation direction, northeastward, northwestward, south-
westward, and southeastward, respectively. Dashed lines are constant phase speed labeled in m s�1.
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specified profile of background stratification, N 2(z),
and mean flow, U(z).

To examine the spectral dependence of wave trans-
mission and reflection occurring over vertical distances
much smaller than the pressure scale height, we pro-
ceed by solving the two-dimensional Boussinesq (Spie-
gel and Veronis 1960) form of the Taylor–Goldstein
equation, which includes nonhydrostatic effects:

�zz � k2��
N2

� � kU�2 �
Uzz

� � kU
� 1�� � 0. 1�

Subscript z denotes vertical derivatives, �(z) is the
streamfunction amplitude, and k and � are prescribed
values, respectively, of horizontal wavenumber and
ground-based frequency. As we are primarily inter-
ested in wave reflection, we focus our examination
upon waves with � and k chosen so that they do not
encounter a critical level. That is, we restrict the phase
speed �/k so that nowhere does it equal U over the
domain of integration; therefore (1) is not singular. In
these regions of spectral space, the wave transmission is
assumed to be zero but flagged with a value of �1 to
distinguish from perfect reflection.

At some vertical level, zi, �1 is specified as the su-
perposition of an incident wave propagating in one di-
rection and a guess at the amplitude and phase of a
reflected wave that propagates in the opposite direc-
tion. Integrating (1) to a vertical level zf gives the value
of �1(zf) and its derivative. The procedure is repeated
first by specifying �2 as the superposition of the same
incident wave with a different guess as to the structure
of the reflected wave and then by integrating (1) to find
�2(zf).

Invoking causality, one then determines a linear
combination of �1(zf) and �2(zf) that ensures that the
resulting transmitted wave propagates solely in the
same direction as the incident wave. Using this linear
combination and normalizing, � can be constructed ev-
erywhere between zi and zf so that it describes the
structure of an incident wave with amplitude Ai that
partially reflects with amplitude Ar and partially trans-
mits with amplitude At.

Here partial transmission occurs as a consequence of
wave propagation in a nonuniformly stratified fluid
while being Doppler-shifted by background winds. Re-
lated to the corresponding quantity in optics and quan-
tum mechanics, we define the transmission coefficient
to be T � 1 � |Ar/Ai |2, which represents the fraction of
wave action that is transported to zf from waves inci-
dent at zi.

Figure 5 shows transmittance for the no-wind case
(the simulation shown in the bottom panels in Fig. 1)

versus horizontal wavenumber k and frequency �. A
lobe of low transmission occurs centered along a line of
constant tropospheric vertical wavelength of 24 km
(center dashed line). This represents a wave with ap-
proximately twice the wavelength of the depth of the
stability duct, marked by a region of low stability in the
upper troposphere between 12 and 15 km. We also
show lines of constant vertical wavelength of 48 km,
corresponding to the 1/4 wavelength ducted mode de-
scribed in Lindzen and Tung (1976; upper dashed line)
and, also, 17 km corresponding to the depth of the tro-
posphere and the approximate depth of the strongest
latent heating cells (lower dashed line). Plotted for ref-
erence is a line of constant phase speed c � 30 m s�1,
which roughly corresponds to the minimum in transmit-
tance.

To show the additional effects of the winds on wave
transmission and reflection, we compute transmittance
versus phase speed averaged over horizontal wave-
lengths prominent in the model (20–200 km) in Fig. 6.
The no-wind case is shown with the dotted line. Wind
effects along the diagonal coordinates SW–NE are
shown with the gray line and NW–SE with the solid
black line. The upper-tropospheric wind shear causes
critical level removal of low phase speed, westward-
propagating waves, reduces transmission for eastward-
propagating waves, and increases transmission for west-
ward-propagating waves that do not have critical levels.

These results suggest that the eastward-propagating
trapped waves in our model troposphere are trapped
via internal reflection, which is most effective at higher
phase speeds. The directional preference of trapping is
opposite to that inferred by Shige (2001) and does not

FIG. 5. Transmittance for the no-wind case as a function of
horizontal wavenumber and frequency with lines of constant ver-
tical wavelengths, 17, 24, and 48 km, overplotted (dashed) for
buoyancy frequency N � 0.011 s�1 representing the value in the
tropospheric duct. A line of constant phase speed � 30 m s�1 is
also overplotted (dotted) for reference.
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occur via the overreflection mechanism that they hy-
pothesized. The differences between our results may be
explained by differences in the phase speeds and direc-
tions of the waves generated in the two models. In the
two-dimensional squall line case modeled by Shige
(2001), there is a well-known preference for westward
wave generation opposite to the direction of the fast-
moving eastward storm propagation (e.g., Fovell et al.
1992). Likely, there is an absence of eastward-propa-
gating waves generated in their model that might be
trapped via total internal reflection. The wave genera-
tion in our model is instead associated with short-lived,
slow-moving, deep heating cells that generate waves in
the troposphere with fast phase speeds relative to the
ground. (The slow phase speed waves in our model are
generated above the upper-tropospheric shear layer.)
Only a small fraction of the tropospheric wave spec-
trum has a critical level in the upper troposphere. In-
stead, the relatively high phase speeds in our model
lead to a preference for the reflection of waves propa-
gating opposite to the upper-level winds via the total
internal reflection mechanism.

The effects of wind reflection can be isolated by com-
puting

� � 1 �
TU

Tn
2�

where Tn is the transmittance for the no-wind case and
TU the transmittance with wind effects included. The

fractional wind reflection effect � is shown in the right
panel in Fig. 6 for both northeast- and southeast-
propagating waves. The wind effects enhance wave re-
flection for northeast-propagating waves with phase
speeds 20–30 m s�1, but the effect is most pronounced
for southeast-propagating waves with phase speeds 25–
60 m s�1, an important range of phase speeds in our
model of waves generated by deep convection. These
linear wave transmission/reflection calculations appear
to explain the preference for the trapping of SE-
propagating waves observed in the model.

4. Quantifying the obstacle effect mechanism of
wave generation

The three experiments shown in Fig. 1 suggested that
the upper-level wind shear has a pronounced effect on
the stratospheric wave spectrum, most notably through
generation of low phase speed waves via an obstacle-
type effect of wave generation but also through wind
filtering effects such as critical level interactions and
wave reflection processes. To separate the wave gen-
eration and wind filtering effects, we filter the spectrum
from the no-wind case with the wind transmittance ef-
fects show in Fig. 6. We then subtract this spectrum
from the full-wind case spectrum, thus isolating the
wave generation effects of the shear on the strato-
spheric wave spectrum.

Figure 7 shows momentum flux spectra versus phase

FIG. 6. (left) The transmission coefficient vs phase speed averaged over horizontal wavelengths dom-
inant in the model (20–200 km) for the no-wind case (dotted) and full-wind case averaged along the
SW–NE line (gray) and along the NW–SE line (solid). Positive phase speeds have an eastward compo-
nent, and negative westward. These average transmission coefficients are somewhat sensitive to the
range of horizontal wavelength included in the average, resulting in errors of �5%. (right) The effect of
wind reflection (� defined in the text) vs phase speed for NE (gray) and SE (solid) propagating waves.
Errors in � are �10%.
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speed integrated over the four quadrants of propaga-
tion direction. The solid line is the flux from the full-
wind model, which is the same as that reported in Al-
exander et al. (2004). The dotted line shows the flux
from the no-wind model times the factor TU/Tn, which
accounts for the wind reflection effects and removes
waves that would have critical levels. Except for critical
level removal, the wind filtering effects appear rela-
tively small in this comparison but are included for
completeness.

Although differences for westward-propagating
waves (NW and SW) with phase speeds 10–30 m s�1

look large in Fig. 7, it should be noted that the varying
ordinate scale between panels exaggerates these effects
because the westward fluxes are relatively weak. The
full-wind model westward fluxes at 10–30 m s�1 are
weaker than the wind-filtered no-wind model because
wave refraction to short vertical scales coupled with
model diffusion removes portions of the spectrum be-
yond the phase speeds that encounter critical levels (see
also Alexander and Holton 1997; Beres et al. 2002).
The primary differences occur for northeastward-
propagating waves at low phase speeds, as seen in the
difference plot in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 shows the differences between the solid and
dotted lines in Fig. 7 representing wave fluxes gener-
ated via the upper-troposphere obstacle effect. Fluxes
in the northeast direction with phase speeds of 5–10
m s�1 are by far the largest, with a smaller fraction in
the southeast direction and additional very small fluxes
at near-zero phase speeds in the northwest and south-
west quadrants. The phase speeds of these obstacle ef-
fect waves approximately match the speeds and direc-
tions of the latent heating cells that peak at 5 m s�1 in
azimuth 70° but form a distribution of phase speeds
�0–15 m s�1 in a range of azimuths from southeast to
north (Fig. 9).

5. Parameterization of convectively generated
gravity waves

The properties of waves generated by convection are
known to be sensitive to the upper-troposphere winds
and to wind-relative motion of the convective heating
cells. To apply a parameterization, one must reduce the
potentially complex distribution of latent heating cell
properties within a grid-box area to a few parameters.
In a Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model

FIG. 7. Momentum fluxes vs phase speed from the model run with full winds (solid) and that run with no wind
filtered with the wave transmittances shown in Fig. 5 (dotted). Note the change in ordinate scale between panels
(the fluxes are the largest by far in the NE propagation direction).
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(WACCM) study (Beres et al. 2005) the parameteriza-
tion was applied by assuming that the motion of the
heating cells was equal to the large-scale vector wind at
700 mb. The horizontal scales and depths of the heating
were set to single parameters, and the time scales are
represented by a broad red frequency spectrum. Wave
reflection effects were neglected. This approach gener-
ates a realistic and broad spectrum of gravity wave
phase speeds that will be important to the most promi-
nent tropical middle atmosphere wind oscillations like
the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and seminannual
oscillation (SAO). The Beres et al. (2005) application
did not include wave forcing associated with upper-
level wind shear relative to the motion of the heating
cells, the so-called obstacle effect.

Although a formulation for wave generation via the
obstacle effect is included in Beres et al. (2004), the
practical application has large uncertainties. Chun and
Baik (1998, 2002) also formulated a parameterization
for wave generation via the obstacle effect, and it has
similar uncertainties. The main issue is that the heating
depth is not a single parameter, as must be assumed for
parameterization, but a distribution of depths, and the
relevant wind speed flowing over the heat cell obstacle

can depend sensitively on the depth of the cell. The
momentum fluxes generated via this obstacle effect
mechanism are quite sensitive to the wind speeds rela-
tive to the heating cell (Beres et al. 2004), and the rel-
evant wind speed will depend on how deeply the heat
cell penetrates into the overlying shear zone. If the
shear is strong, these uncertainties are large, so the re-
sulting uncertainties in the fluxes will be large. For
Chun and Baik (1998), the uncertainty is embodied in
the simple parameters U2 and a for wind and heating
depth since it is only the stationary waves relative to the
heating that are included in their parameterization. In

FIG. 9. Convective updraft spectrum vs propagation azimuth
and phase speed averaged over altitudes 12.25–15.25 km. The
distribution of power shows average speeds and directions of the
deep convective cells that move primarily NE at 5 m s�1.

FIG. 8. Differences between the full-wind and filtered no-wind cases (solid minus dashed lines in Fig. 6) showing
the momentum flux vs phase speed associated with wave generation via the obstacle effect. Note the change in
ordinate scale between panels. Fluxes are largest by far in the NE propagation direction.
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the Beres et al. (2004) approach, which describes both
stationary and nonstationary wave generation, an addi-
tional issue of the momentum flux in this stationary
component relative to the momentum flux in the non-
stationary waves would add complexity, requiring two
separate poorly constrained tuning parameters. Al-
though this approach might be more realistic, Beres et
al. (2005) chose to omit this complexity because of the
large uncertainties.

Here we examine the predicted momentum flux
spectrum from the Beres et al. (2004) parameterization

using settings relevant to the Darwin area on 17 No-
vember 2001. Figure 10 shows the momentum flux ver-
sus phase speed and propagation direction for three
sets of parameterization settings described in Table 1.
These should be compared to the top panel in Fig. 1.
Case W uses the parameterization settings applicable to
the assumptions applied in Beres et al. (2005). The
heating cells are assumed to travel with the speed and
direction (uc, �c) of either the 700-mb background wind
or this value minus 10 m s�1 if the speed exceeds 10
m s�1. The cell depth is computed from the half-sine
wave fit to the average heating profile in the domain
and the heating rate is the average over the domain.
The mean wind in the heating region (Uh, Vh) is the
average background wind over the depth of the heat-
ing. These settings describe the nonstationary wave
generation.

The middle panel in Fig. 10 shows case D parameter
settings, which have been modified to reflect the known
details of the resolved heating in the DAWEX radar
domain. Wave reflection from our calculations in sec-
tion 3 is also included by multiplying the spectrum pre-
dicted by the parameterization by the transmission co-
efficients computed for the DAWEX model back-
ground winds and stability profiles in section 3. The
primary difference between cases W and D are the ef-
fects of wave reflection, with the motion of the heating
cells (uc, �c) having additional small effects. Other dif-
ferences are negligible. As for case W, case D describes
only the nonstationary wave generation.

Case S describes stationary wave generation via the
obstacle effect. We use the shape of the spectrum of
tropospheric w (Fig. 9) to define the shape of a distri-
bution of cell motions (uc, �c). The distribution, normal-
ized to unity, then describes the fractional distribution
of momentum flux versus phase speed for the case S
waves that are stationary relative to the heat cell mo-
tions (uc, �c). The background wind speed and direction
over the top of the obstacle is also assumed to be the
distribution of wind speeds from 12- to 15-km altitude.

FIG. 10. Wave momentum flux vs propagation direction and
phase speed for three different sets of parameterization settings
described in Table 1: (top) case W uses the Beres et al. (2005)
settings that were applied in WACCM, (middle) case D uses set-
tings modified to include the known properties of the resolved
convection in the radar domain and wave reflection effects, and
(bottom) cases D plus S adds the obstacle effect wave generation
(case S) to case D. Flux units are 10�6 kg m�2 s�1.

TABLE 1. Parameterization settings.

Case

W D S

Description Beres et al. (2005) Modified DAWEX Stationary waves
Heating depth 12 km 12.6 km 12.6 km
Cell speed (uc, �c) (�1.47, 0.7) m s�1 (1.7, 4.7) m s�1 Distribution
Wind (Uh, Vh) (�5.19, 1.48) m s�1 (�5.19, 1.48) m s�1 (�5.0, �5.0)–(�14.8, �2.1) m s�1*
Heating rate 5.94 K day�1 5.94 K day�1 5.94 K day�1

Wave reflection Neglected Included n/a

* For the stationary waves, this is the wind at the top of the obstacle.
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This roughly describes the variations in cell penetration
depth into the 12–15-km shear zone. Since these waves
are generated above the upper-tropospheric shear
zone, wave reflection effects are not applied to these
waves generated via the obstacle effect.

The bottom panel in Fig. 10 shows the sum of sta-
tionary and nonstationary wave fluxes, cases S plus D,
which can be compared to the DAWEX model results
in the top panel in Fig. 1. Differences in the magnitude
of the fluxes remain, and these will likely remain some-
what tunable in global circulation model (GCM) appli-
cations of the parameterization. We focus here on the
shape of the spectrum and on the relative magnitude of
the stationary and nonstationary wave components.
The comparison shows that the modified parameteriza-
tion captures many of the important features of the
model fluxes quite well considering the gross simplifi-
cations required for the parameterization. The differ-
ences include the following. (i) The critical level filter-
ing extends to larger phase speeds in the model, carving
out a larger arc of zero fluxes. The cause is the numeri-
cal diffusion in the model, which effectively removes
short vertical wavelength waves before they reach criti-
cal levels. (ii) The width of the phase speed distribution
is somewhat broader in the parameterization than in
the model, and the nonstationary wave phase speed
peak occurs at higher values in the parameterization
(�25 versus �20 m s�1). (iii) The magnitudes of the
parameterized fluxes are somewhat larger, as expected,
20% larger for northeastward-propagating waves. Non-
linear effects are explored further in the next section.

6. Quantifying nonlinear effects

Song et al. (2003) called attention to nonlinear effects
in gravity wave generation by convection. They com-
pared wave spectra generated in a two-dimensional
cloud-resolving model to waves generated in a linear-
ized model forced with the latent heating from the full
simulation. Their results showed that the linear model
generated very similar wave properties to those gener-
ated in the full model, but the linear assumption tends
to overpredict the wave fluxes, particularly at slower
phase speeds. The wave amplitudes are apparently
overpredicted because heat and momentum flux con-
vergence terms omitted in a linear model partially can-
cel the heating in a nonlinear model.

Our model is nonlinear, so, if the magnitude of our
input latent heating is accurate, the nonlinear terms
missing in the Song et al. (2003) study will be included.
However, in Alexander et al. (2004), we found that our
input heating rates were likely a factor of 3–5 times too

small when we compared the waves to observational
constraints.

We therefore examine nonlinear corrections to our
model by increasing the strength of the heating by fac-
tors of 3 and 5 in two additional simulations and com-
pare the results in Fig. 11. The solid line is the same as
in Fig. 7, while dotted and dashed curves show wave
fluxes for the 3� and 5� simulations divided, respec-
tively, by factors of 9 and 25 that would be expected
from linear theory (Chun and Baik 1998; Beres et al.
2004). This comparison shows that the wave fluxes in
the simulations do not scale linearly over this range of
a factor of 5, but nonlinear effects are evident, particu-
larly at the lower phase speeds. Nonlinear effects are
essentially absent at phase speeds greater than �20 m s�1.
The low phase speed nonlinear effects are in the same
sense as those reported in Song et al. (2003), but our
effects are very much smaller, likely because their linear-
ization was accomplished by reducing the magnitude of
heating by a factor of 10 000� compared to our factors of
3� and 5�. The linear assumption is, however, a promi-
nent feature of parameterizations (Chun and Baik
1998, 2002; Beres et al. 2004), so the parameterizations
should, somehow, be corrected for nonlinear effects.

Our results indicate that a phase-speed-dependent
correction factor might be applied to the parameterized
spectrum to account for nonlinear effects, but the range
of nonlinearity would need to be explored further be-
fore proposing a quantitative correction. In lieu of this
uncertainty and considering the relatively scarce obser-
vational constraints on momentum fluxes, the param-
eterized fluxes will likely remain a tunable parameter in
GCM applications in the near future. We note that
mountain wave parameterizations that have been in ex-
istence for 20 years still retain a tunable parameter for
wave fluxes in GCM applications.

To begin to quantify the differences between wave
fluxes in the nonlinear model and the parameterization,
we integrate the fluxes over the spectrum. For the
model, these represent averages over the 400-km model
area and 4 h of time. For comparison, the parameter-
ization is multiplied by the assumed intermittency fac-
tor and a ratio of the WACCM pixel size to the model
domain size. Here we quote values for northeastward-
propagating waves. The nonstationary wave fluxes are
0.27 mPa in the baseline DAWEX model and 0.34 mPa
in the linear parameterization. The corresponding sta-
tionary wave fluxes are 0.19 mPa in the model and 0.22
mPa in the parameterization.

In the simulations with 3� and 5� heating rates, the
nonstationary wave component increases approxi-
mately linearly while the stationary waves increase less
than the linear assumption predicts. For the 1�, 3�,
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and 5� heating cases, the total fluxes in the model are
0.46, 3.6, and 8.1 mPa, respectively. (These increases
are less than linear since, in the linear assumption, the
increase would be by factors of 32 � 9 and 52 � 25.) The
deviations from linearity occur in the stationary wave
components.

The linear parameterizaton (combined cases D plus
S) predicts that 1�, 3�, and 5� heating cases would
generate fluxes of 0.56, 5.0, and 14 mPa, respectively.
For the most likely 3� heating rate values based on the
DAWEX study (Alexander et al. 2004), the parameter-
ization overpredicts the fluxes by 39%. The agreement
would be significantly worse using the case W param-
eterization.

7. Summary and conclusions

According to the comparison in our case study, the
parameterization benefits most from the inclusion of
two effects: (i) wave reflection and trapping of a frac-
tion of the high phase speed wave energy in the tropo-
sphere and (ii) the generation of waves via the obstacle
effect. The importance of including these processes in

the parameterization will clearly vary depending on the
depths of the heating cells and on the wind shear and
stability profiles. In this paper, we have described ap-
proximate linearized methods that may aid in develop-
ing improved versions of the parameterization in future
applications, although some additional cases studies
would be valuable for this purpose.

In our simulations of waves generated by deep heat-
ing, internal reflection traps at least 40% of eastward-
propagating gravity wave activity at phase speeds
greater than 25 m s�1. Reflection further traps �70%–
80% of southeastward-propagating waves with phase
speed 30–50 m s�1. Our work shows how these reflec-
tion effects can be computed with only knowledge of
the large-scale wind and stability profiles, which makes
this effect easy to include in convectively generated
gravity wave source parameterizations.

An “obstacle effect” is the mechanism responsible
for generating waves with low phase speeds and a pref-
erence for northeastward propagation in the model
stratosphere. The “obstacles” are the deep heating cells
that penetrate into the region of strong westward shear
at z � 12–15 km.

FIG. 11. Stratospheric wave momentum flux spectrum averaged over the four propagation direction quadrants
normalized to illustrate nonlinear effects. The solid line is as in Fig. 7. The dotted line shows the wave flux
generated in an identical simulation except for input heating magnitudes all multiplied by 3 and wave fluxes divided
by 9. The dashed line is for 5� input heating amplitudes and wave fluxes divided by 25.
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Comparison to the Beres (2004) parameterization
shows much improved agreement when reflection of
high phase speed waves is included as well as stationary
waves generated via the obstacle effect. The parameter-
ization, based on linear theory, now compares well to
the model’s higher phase speed, nonstationary wave
flux spectrum but overpredicts the dependence of the
low phase speed wave fluxes on the strength of the
heating. These increase linearly with heating strength in
the parameterization but less than linearly in the
model. The Chun and Baik (2002) parameterization is
also based on linear theory and neglects nonstationary
wave generation, including only the stationary compo-
nent of the forcing, so it should suffer from similar
errors in its dependence on the strength of the heating.

The parameterization of stationary waves in our
DAWEX example is also very sensitive to the depth of
the heating cell penetration into the upper-level shear
zone as well as the motion of the heating cells relative
to the ground. These details are not generally known in
GCM applications. The parameterization of the sta-
tionary wave component therefore remains a challeng-
ing problem with many uncertainties.
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